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INAF radio telescopes

Observing modes:

SD

Pulsar

VLBI

Share the same control software 

and data format

In operation: 300 MHz – 26(+) GHz

Total intensity, spectropolarimetry







WARNING!

It contains

only raw

data, at the 

moment

Progressively

being

populated

with SD, 

pulsar and 

VLBI-IT data 

(VLBI-IT = 

software 

correlated in 

Bologna)



Single-Dish Observations: scan types (main/current)

Measured quantity:

raw counts(x,y,lambda,Pol).

at a given sampling rate 

delta_t



Single-Dish Observations: scan types (main/current)

Skydip

Frequency switching



Single-dish data format

1 Scan = 1 ObsCore entry



Mapping SD data into ObsCore 

OK

calib_level

obs_collection

obs_id, obs_publisher_did

access_url, access_format

access_estsize

target_name, s_ra, s_dec

t_min,t_max, t_exptime

(pol_states), pol_xel

(facility_name), instrument_name

Focus on

dataproduct_type 

s_fov, s_region, s_xel1, s_xel2

t_resolution, t_xel

em_res_power, em_min, em_max



dataproduct_type (1)

On-Off, frequency switching:  dataproduct_type =  spectrum (but see next slides)

Raster/OTF map: dataproduct_type = cube (but see next slides)

OTF cross scan, skydip scan: new value for dataproduct_type =  spatial-profile?



dataproduct_type (2)

It is possible to have more than one spectral window in the same scan, differing in

bandwidth and spectral resolution. Examples:

- each spectral window is centered at a different frequency

- spectral windows at same frequency with increasing resolution (“zoom mode”)



Multifrequency setup



Multifrequency setup



dataproduct_type (2)

It is possible to have more than one spectral window in the same scan, differing in

bandwidth and spectral resolution. Examples:

- each spectral window is centered at a different frequency

- spectral windows at same frequency with increasing resolution (“zoom mode”)

When multiple frequency setups are present, need to «advertise» it (scientific

content is relevant!) without confusing the user with too many details during first

discovery.

New values for dataproduct_type = multifrequency (…or?)



Geometry:   s_fov, s_region, s_xel1, s_xel2

Peculiar cases in the radio domain [not a typical (x,y) 

image]

ON-OFF: two fixed positions 

OTF Cross Scan: axes lengths have not the same 

geometrical meaning as in a typical image. 

Multi-feed receivers (typically used for mapping and

nodding): requires computations on the feed geometry

during mapping.



Telescope Sky

SRT 7-feed receiver: mapping strategy



SRT 7-feed receiver: mapping strategy

Moving on sky



Time in SD data: t_resolution

t_resolution is defined as the temporal resolution FWHM, not meaningful for SD?

SD: (x,y) positions measured at a fixed sampling rate delta_t. Sampling rate does

not vary in a scan. Measured: raw counts(x,y,lambda,Pol)

t_resolution = NULL



Multifrequency

The presence of many spectral windows affects em_min, em_max,

em_res_power/em_resolution but also s_resolution, s_region and s_fov.

Multiple values, give the best (more representative) one

em_res_power: it is defined as the optical resolving power (adimensional,

delta_lambda/lambda).

The radio domain uses the frequency resolution: for SD data we will set

em_res_power=NULL and use em_resolution (in units of frequency, possibly).

Could this parameter become at some point mandatory in ObsCore?



Summary

● Single-Dish metadata allow a complete ObsCore mapping

● Peculiarities: field of view, multifeed, multifrequency

● Some new values for dataproduct_type to describe the scan types

● Spectral resolution in terms of frequency: em_resolution (mandatory?)

● Ongoing discussion within the RadioIG very helpful in solving/defining cases

● INAF radio data almost ready to be discoverable in the VO!


